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FlCTlOi'l STlJ'J\ULJ.\TES COi'IVERSJ.\TlON 
Alan M. Dershowitz, respected teacher, famous litigator of high profile defendants, 
established author of non-fiction, has recently turned to fiction to highlight un 
nerving moral dilemmas. Ellen G. Cole, AJLSC Board Member and Librarian at 
Temple Isaiah, interviewed Dershowitz, the Felix Frankfurter Professor of Law at 
Harvard University, on October 7, 1999 about pertinent Jewish, literary and library 
issues in his latest thriller, Just Revenge. 

EC: What brought you, a polished writer of briefs and non-fiction to fiction? 

AD: There are certain things you can't write about in non-fiction. My first fiction, 
The Advocate's Devil was about a guilty client. Because I can't say this in non-fiction, 
I use fiction to describe what it feels like for a 
lawyer who knows deep in his heart that his client 

is guilty and will probably do it again. With Just Revenge, I initially 
thought I would write a non-fiction about my family and what happened 
to them during the Holocaust. When I tried to find out, I couldn't tie it 
down. When you \\'rite non-fiction about the Holocaust every comma 
has to be c.orrect, so I decided to write an historically based novel in 
which I drew from lots of sources. I came up with the scenario of 
revenge which I had fantasized about, but never actually happened. 

EC: Do you consider yourself a Jewish novelist? 

AD: I consider myself a Jewish everything! I'm not sure I consider 
myself a novelist. I'm an active (Continued on Page 14) 
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SPERBER'S ONE-WOM!\N SHOW REVEi\LS MATRON NO MORE! 

Don't miss this dramatic evening by AJLSC's only member of ASCAP, Enid Sperber. Enid will present Matron No 
More! a dramatic reading ofBaila Round Shargel's book, Lost Love: The Untold Story of Henrietta Szold Author 
Shargel used Szold's unpublished diaries and letters to reveal Szold's passion for scholar Louis Ginzberg, her grief 
when he jilts her without warning and the meaningful life she builds for herself alone. 

Enid, daughter of an actress and a Nazi-Germany refugee, reflects her heritage in her 
careers. For 35 years Enid performed on the stage and TV ranging from 

Shakespeare to soap commercials toM* A *S*H. In 1991 Enid left the 
stage for the stacks. She is Librarian at Temple Israel of Hollywood .. NEXT 

GENERAL .. MEETING 

MONDAY 
DECEMBER13;1999 

serving Nursery School, Day School, Religious School and Adult 
Learners. 

JOIN US Monday evening, December 13th at 7:30pm in the 
Harrison Chapel of Temple Emanuel. The address is 300 N. 
Clarke Street, Beverly Hills, between Burton Way and Wilshire, one 

block west of Robertson. Only street parking is available. If you 
need further directions, call Ronda Rose or Diane at 310-288-3 737, 

ext. 19. 



Library Light 
Presidenfs Message 

by Judy Katz 

Since this is the last issue of Library Light for 1999, I would like to suggest that now is the 
time to start thinking ahead and planning to attend the 35th AJL convention in Washington, 
DC from June 18 through June 21,2000. You'll celebrate the 200th anniversary of the Library 
of Congress with an all-day program there and, also, an evening session at the U.S. Holocaust 
Memorial Museum. There will be a Book and Craft Fair and a tour of Jewish Washington. 

There was a large California contingent at the 34th convention in Boca Raton last June. Many 
members of our chapter are active in the national association and have attended many conven
tions. Boca was my first AJL convention away from Los Angeles and I recommend the expe
rience to other members who haven't yet tried it. 

Our next General Meeting is Monday, December 13th at Temple Emanuel. Our own Enid 
Sperber will perform "The Diaries of Henrietta Szold." This performance will be a treat and I 
urge you to come and invite your friends and prospective members. 
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'(/HELLO, HELLO THERE! "' 

Welcome to our new member, 

Teri Markson, Librarian of 

Stephen S. Wise Temple. 

We have 61 new and renewing 

members reports Sue 

Greening, Membership Vice

President. Sixteen of these are 

~institutional members. 
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AJLSC: 
, Mtmda)':. De<;emberp,1999 .... 
General Meeting at Emanuel 
Enid !Sperber's Spectacilial' show· 

~~~rj"~~.~~ .. ot~L .,; ........ . 
·"Morid~yii(fanmiry:J..();~zooo , 
· Boa,rdMeeting at Gayle Schnaid's 

Mon: rebl'uary7, 2000. 
. General Meeting at VBS .· 
Techn6Iogy & J)ata Base ,Evaluation: 

Monday; March 6, 2000 
Board Meeting at Arna Schwartz's 

---------·~. ··--------~ Monday: Apri13, 2000 

MAZEL TOV to: 
Sue Greening on her new position 
as Librarian of the Skirball Cultural 
Center. Sue will build this new 
library from the ground up and an 
empty room out! 
Ellen Mark. Administrative 
Assistant at the Jewish Community 
Library. Ellen is hel]Jing Director 
Abigail Yagur while 'Saliy is on 
matermty 1eave. 

GeneralMeeting atthe.JCL 
Biblio-Therapy 

AJL:. 

National Convention: 
Sunday June l8through · 
Wednesday June 21,2000 
Loew'sL'Enfant Pla.za Hotel 
Washington, DC 

.Jt's A Capital Idea! 

Future Convention: 
San Diego: June 2001 
LA : This is us, Again! 



NEKAMA. NOT THEN! NOT NOW? 
by Ellen G. Cole 

When your mother told you two wrongs don't make a right, had she 
talked to Alan Dershowitz? In Just Revenge, his new court room 
drama, he poses a controversial moral dilemma: can revenge be jus
tice? Holocaust history underpins emotion and motive. The plot 
turns on an inventive reading of the Tanach. 

The story is contemporary, set in Cambridge half a century after the war. Aging Harvard Bible Scholar, Max 
Menuchen finds the man who slaughtered his entire family in 1942. Dershowitz chooses a wartime incident 
rare in fiction: the murder ofVilna Jews in the Ponary Woods by Lithuanians eagerly helping Nazis. This his
torical scenario allows identification of perpetrators, validating fictional plot. The plot thickens when 
Menuchen discovers his family's executioner is dying of cancer. He turns to American authorities, only to 
learn the system denies justice through its manipulation of time. Menuchen plans murder to beat the clock 
and have Nazi suffer like Jew. 

The discovery ofthe enemy and the method of revenge are clever. Menuchen enlists the help ofhis star Bible 
student who finds a stunning interpretation of the Book of Job by Maimonides. Her plan protects the inno
cent as it achieves revenge. It works brilliantly: the intended victim commits suicide. But! Menuchen is 
accused of murder and tried. His defense lawyer is the author's alter ego, Abe Ringel, introduced in 
Dershowitz's debut novel The Advocate's Devil. 

Just Revenge becomes a page turner as ethical and legal questions energize the trial. Can suicide be murder? 
If the law fails to provide justice can the individual seek his own? Is personal action mere vigilantism? Does 
a Holocaust survivor have special entitlement? Readers decide according to their personal philosophies led 
by Dershowitz's position that law and justice can diverge. The plot is neatly solved. Denouement springs 
from a surprise witness unexpected by all parties. A Perry Mason fan, I liked this coup. 

Dershowitz passion for the law is obvious. He combines this with his grief over family lost in the Shoah, 
adding sympathy to moral puzzle. Dershowitz is a better lawyer than novelist. Swift action and snappy intel
lectual argument dominate mawkish characters, too-perfect relationships and melodramatic tone. Ideas and 
issues are well articulated. The omniscient narrator gives readers entree to the plans of both sides; evenly pit
ted adversaries generate excitement. The author endows each camp with persona of intelligence, responsi
bility, caring and deep denial. 
This popular fiction is thought provoking. Have your patrons discover Just Revenge is more than just 
revenge. 

Just Revenge by Alan M. Dershowitz. New York: Warner Books, 1999. 322p. $24.95 
ISBN: 0-446-51983-9. 

This Issue Is Graciously Sponsored By: 

DAVID SCHNAID ACCOUNTANCY CORPORATION 
OF 

WOODLAND HILLSJ CALIFORNIA 
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SINAI TEMPLE 
·.·Blumenthal Libr1\ry 
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TEMPLE ISRAEL OF: HOLLYWOOD 
Corwin Library · 

T:EMPLE JUDEA 
Paul. Rubenstein Lii>I:ary. 

TEMPLE SINAI OF GLENDALE 
Freedman Library 

.· .· 

UNIVERSITY SYNAGOGUE 
IDelner Library 

·VALLEY BETH SHALOM DAY 
SCHOOL 
Sheila Sporn Library 

DONATIONS GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGED for 
SHARON BLUMENSTEIN'S 
BONE MARROW MATCH 

TO BIKUR CHOLIM 
Ellen Cole 
Suzi and Marc Dubin 
Sue Greening 
Lisa Handelman 
Judy Katz 
Adaire and Manny Klein 
Hannah Kramer 
Helen Rogaway 
Gayle and David Schnaid 
Enid Sperber 

TO GIFT OF LIFE FOUNDATION 

Ronda and Fred Rose 

SCHROEDER FUND DONATIONS RECEIVED 
WITH THANKS FROM: 

AJLSC with prayers for Sharon Blumenstein's return to good 
health. 

Ellen Cole with prayers for Sharon Blumenstein's return to good 
health. 

Ellen Cole to AJLSC fund in honor of the People of the Book 
Festival. 

Sue Greening with prayers for Sharon Blumenstein's return to 
good health. 

Arna Schwartz with prayers for Sharon Blumenstein's return to 
good health. 

LIBRARIANS : DON'T BE OVERDUE 

Please take the time to fill out the enclosed membership form if you 
have not already done so. Mail it to Sue Greening at the address on the 
form. Only current, paid-up members receive Library Light. Don't 
forego programs, classes, networking ideas, advice or great camaraderie. 
Don't be late and don't be left out because you are overdue with dues. 
Renew your membership today! Due date is OCTOBER 15, 1999. 



PROGRAMMING FOR 

THE NEW MILLENNIUM A HIT 
by Lisa Handelman 

For the opening General Meeting of the year at Adat Ari El on 
October 11th we asked for programming ideas and .... boy did 
we get programming ideas! Our three panelists eagerly shared 
their greatest triumphs with the full-house crowd as we busily 
scribbled down and unabashedly stole ideas for future use as 
new programming in our own libraries. 

OUR FRIEND SHARON 

This is an update on the condition of our dear friend 
and colleague Sharon Blumenstein who was diag
nosed with a leukemia-like disorder in August. She 
is at home after chemotherapy in Kaiser Hospital 
awaiting a match for a bone marrow transplant, her 
best remedy for a cure. Her family is conducting 
bone marrow match searches nationally, and interna

Abigail Yasgur, Director of the Jewish Community Library, 
dynamically stated that the Library's program is the Library! tionally; there were two in LA in October and this 
All other programs support this as subsidiary ideas. Abigail fall the family hopes for more in Baltimore, 
showed off her excellent, slick brochure of library programs for Milwaukee New York Rochester San Francisco Ft 
the coming year which includes photos of AJLSC speakers ' ' . ' ' · 
Ellen Cole and Helen Rogaway. Abigail has programs for all Worth, Boston, Seattle and Washmgton, DC. She 
seasons and all ages throughout the LA Jewish community would love to hear from us. Her e-mail is 
which travel to many venues. shablu@aol.com. Cards and letters may be sent to 

Rita Frischer, Director of Sinai Temple's Blumenthal Library, 
shared a useful handout of Jewish Book Month ideas for a syn-

Sharon's home. 

agogue library through her 18 year career. She discussed the Sharon's Bone Marrow Search can be reached via her 
1999 Jewish Book Month program featuring author John webpage: http:\hometown.aol.com/shablu/myhome-
Wagner and showed his exciting new photography book 
Testaments of Israel. The book has modem pictures of Israel page/index.html, and is constantly updated with dates 
paired with biblical quotations and it spurred a Temple wide and locations of upcoming drives. Her webpage also 
photography contest and VIDRASH : pairing pictures and holds important reference numbers, addresses and 
midrash! 

contact information for the Rabin Institute in 
Susan Dubin, Library Administrator and Instructor at the Sheila Jerusalem and Petach Tivah and Hadassah Hospital. 
Spo~n Library. of the Valley Beth Shalom Day School? handed These institutes are affiliated with Bone Marrow 
out Idea after Idea of useful and manageable ways to Improve . . 
School programming during Jewish Book Month and other Donors Worldwide for those who Wished to be typed 
times of year. Her programs for book elections, games and through them. 
projects left us all in awe. 

Those who missed this productive meeting bursting with inven- Contributions are urgently needed and should be sent 
tive ideas for three types of libraries, Community, Synagogue to: the Gift of Life Foundation via Jay Feinberg at 
and School, missed a wealth of information from expert pan- 4740 Yardarm Lane Boynton Beach FL 33438 
elists. If you contact them, they will share the handouts from . ' ' · 
the evening. At the close of this special Reach-Out, Bring-A- There IS also a downloadable form at 
Friend Meeting, fun felt animal bookmarks were awarded to all https://www.hlamatch.org/contributions.htm. Please 
attendees as a thank you for the supportive start to our coming reference checks to Sharon Blumenstein so her 
season of programs. account will be credited for more tests. 

Sharon continues to be in our prayers and thoughts. 
Her Hebrew name for formal prayers is Sarah Bat 
Tamara Golda. Our heartfelt wishes for full recovery 
go to Sharon, Larry and their children Jenny, Mindy, 
A vi and Eliana. 

(As we go to press, several bone marrow drives are planned for 
the end of December. Please contact Sharon at her e-mail 
address for details.) 



Library Light 
LIBRARIANS BOOK CITYWIDE EVENTS FOR JEWISH BOOK MONTH 
1999 ends with another grand celebration of Jewish Book Month. From the blockbuster 3rd annual JCC city
wide book festival to individual synagogue and school libraries in the valley and the city, JBM was a riotous 
calendar of events joining Jewish books and readers. From November 3rd to December 3rd here's what we 
Librarians did! 

ADAT ARI EL TEMPLE 
Weber Librarian Lisa Handelman announced a Family Picnic Read-a-thon and Book Fair. The Day School invited all of 
its families to come to school from 6:30 to 7:30pm, to bring a blanket and a book, and to prepare to enjoy a 20 minute 
reading session on the floor of the all-purpose room. After the whole school, parents and children together, read quietly, 
teachers performed a short, funny skit. Then everyone ate: pizza, salad and soft drinks. The picnic ends with a book 
fair where everyone who wishes can purchase a book. Then home to bed with happy memories of Jewish books and 
dreams of a whole month honoring them. 

ALPERT JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER 
Pam Ratner of the Library Committee of the Alpert JCC's Stanley S. Zack Library in Long Beach reported a packed 
three days of dynamic programs. On November 21st Howard Rosenberg, TV critic of the Los Angeles Times spoke on 
"The Adventures of a TV Critic Who Happens to be Jewish;" the Book and Craft Fair sold books; a poet read; a 
singer/songwriter sang; and a dramatic-costume presentation featured Mr. Belinsky's Bagels. On November 22nd, Harriet 
Rochlin spoke about her latest books on the Jewish West and Eliezer Ayalon discussed his autobiography, Cup of Honey, 
and his Holocaust experience. On November 23rd, famed Hollywood film maker Paul Mazursky spoke about his recent 
memoir, Show Me the M.ggic. 

JEWISH COMMUNITY LIBRARY 
Undaunted by lack of space - the JCL still awaits a permanent new home - Library Director Abigail Yasgur devised two 
wonderful programs. The family program- 2nd Sundays are for Stories- spotlighted a special storytelling afternoon 
with Karen Golden on November 14th. "Tantalizing Tales and Toe-Tapping Tunes" enchanted the audience at the 
Westside JCC. The adult program on November 1Oth starred David Margolis reading and discussing his book of short 
stories, The Time of Wandering, at LAPL's Robertson branch. 

RABBI JACOB PRESSMAN ACADEMY 
Lainer Librarian Arna Schwartz held a Read-a-thon/Make a Jewish book mark contest. Prizes were awarded to the best 
book mark in each class; prizes came from the Book Fair and were Jewish Books. 

SINAI TEMPLE 
Rita Frischer, Blumenthal Library Director, announced three programs. Author Sid Fleischman read and presented 
magic shows from Sinai Akiba Academy students in grades two through eight. John Wagner, author/compiler, spoke 
about his new photography book, Testaments of Israel : Words of Yesterday, Images of Today, at the Library's People of 
the Book Breakfast on November 7th. This JBM breakfast honored Rita and her husband Jerry for their years of service 
to Sinai's Library. In connection with Wagner's work the Temple sponsored VIDRASH- a visual midrash photography 
contest. Mr. Wagner presented prizes to the winners in various age categories. Amos Oz was Sinai's Scholar-in
Residence and the Jacob Kohn Memorial Lecturer on November 19th-21st. 

TEMPLE EMANUEL 
Librarian Ronda Rose organized the annual Temple wide Book Fair. Parents from the Day School, the Religious School 
and the membership at large participated in the sale to benefit the Emanuel Library. 
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TEMPLE ISAIAH 
In the Levine Library Ellen Cole launched her annual bribe-to-read reading contest, this year called the Sydney Taylor 
Read, promising students that "Award Books Reward Readers." The contest runs from JBM until Purim. Religious 
School students in grades two through six compete in two divisions by reading Jewish books at their grade level and 
reporting to Ellen. Five books capture a yogurt certificate and ten or more qualifY for theme related prizes at the gala 
Purim Assembly. While the contest is in progress Ellen hears book reports daily. The Library is decorated with the sig
nature graphics from the All-of- a- Kind Family series and the wall posters for each contestant on which stickers mark 
readers' progress. In keeping with the theme, Ellen lectured to all religious school classes about Sydney Taylor's life and 
career, the genre of Jewish American children's literature and the AIL Award books. Discussions were lively; eager stu
dents gained insight into immigrant life on the Lower East Side and the role of women then and now. 

TEMPLE ISRAEL OF HOLLYWOOD 
Enid Sperber, Librarian of the Corwin Library planned an exciting array of programs. "The Immigrant Adventure: Our 
Ancestors Come to America" is a Temple-wide school project. The idea originated with AJL librarian Margot S. 
Berman, asks every family to answer four questions: What year did the first member of your family come to America? 
What country did they come from? Where did they land? and Where did they settle? The children of the Religious 
School, in partnership with the children of the Day School, will begin compiling this infonnation on small cardboard 
boats. Enid will hang a time line from the library ceiling and attach the boats. By Purim the Library will know where 
the majority of Temple families immigrated from and what years were most popular for travel. Then the Library housed 
a Scholastic Book Fair from November 19th to 24th. On the 19th, author Ellen Schwartz visited the Day School, read 
and signed copies of her Mr. Belinsky's Bagels. On the 21st the Book Fair was the highlight of the Sisterhood 
Hanukkah Bazaar. Enid helped recommend Hanukkah gift ideas; all proceeds helped the Corwin Library. 

TEMPLE JUDEA 
Judy DuRoff, Judea's Paul Rubinstein Librarian, ran their annual Jewish Book Month Contest, an event eagerly antici
pated by Religious School Students for its fun and prizes. Judy gives book talks to students in grades four to six and 
then these students read for various prize levels of one, five, ten, fifteen or highest number of books read. Prizes include 
yummy lollipops, book bags, pencils, paperback books and the grand prize of a gift certificate to a local book store. All 
children participate in the "Design-A-Book- Mark" contest. 

VALLEY BETH SHALOM 

Susan Dubin and Helene Gersuk actually gave swinging parties in the Library Halls! They hosted an Around the World 
party for classes that read around the world. Students brought foods from many countries. Classes Read Around the 
World in 80 books or less by the books setting or the author's nationality. Celebrity readers - from the Governor's office, 
the LA city council and the Temple Rabbis - read Jewish books to students; author Ellen Schwartz guest appearance fea
tured her Mr. Belinsky's Bagels. Classrooms hosted special community readers in a story telling festival with policeman, 
firemen and armed forces members. The Sheila Sporn Library also started it's annual Braille Read-In during Jewish 
Book Month. 

WEST VALLEY JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER 
Sue Greening did superhuman work, first as co-ordinator, then as a volunteer for the third annual People of the Book 
festival. From November lOth to 21st the Festival promoted 30 book programs starring over 40 speakers at three city 
and valley ICC's as well a book sales. The festival had something bookish, something Jewish for everyone from tots to 
seniors. Lectures and panels spotlighted spirituality, religion, history, mystery, philosophy, parenting and children. Only 
three years old, this festival has a major reputation with East coast publishers who sponsored authors of blockbuster best 
sellers to grace stages nightly during this spectacular JBM festival. 

WILL & ARIEL DURANT PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Hannah Kramer, Librarian at the Durant Branch of LAPL held a special children's program for JBM. Children's 
Librarian Linda Benner presented a vibrant reading and discussion program with author Erica Silvennan on November 
3rd. Silverman talked about getting ideas, getting published and getting out there. Among the books in her talk was the 
popular, Gittel's Hands, renowned for its superb illustrations. 



Library Light 
AJLSC SPONSORS BOOK FESTIVAL 
Once again AJLSC proudly graced the list of community sponsors 
for the JCC's annual People of the Book Festival, a major LA 
event during Jewish Book Month. This, the third mega book festi
val, ran from November lOth to 21st. 

DUBIN REPRESENTS AJLSC 
Last year the state of California passed a law mandating a cooper
ative library system with the state to be known as the Library of 
California. This new network will encompass all libraries within 
the state through various regional library groups. Member 
libraries will share resources and join together for better deals 
from vendors, training of personnel, finding volunteers and broad
ening support services. Susan Dubin, Sheila Sporn Librarian at 
VBS, is on the Regional Planning Committee for Southern California representing AJLSC and private schools. 
Contact Suzi with questions or ideas at sdubin@lausd.kl2.ca.us. 

FACTS FIRST OR ELSE 
How often do we hear the old saw that non-fiction or fiction, underlying information must be accurate and 
authentic! A recentpoli:tical splash about a biography of presidential hopeful George W. Bush contains unsub
stantiated information by an author who is an ex-con. The result of the tzimmes was the pulling of the book 
on the eve of sales and the resignation of the editor in chief of the publishing house, St. Martin's Press. 

JEWISH COMMUNITY LIBRARY PROGRAM SWEEPS LA 
The recently released calendar of events for the JCLLA sports familiar faces from AJLSC. On October 28, 
Isaiah Librarian, Ellen Cole, spoke at the Salon Series for Adults on "What's Hot in Jewish Children's 
Literature." The crowd at the MOT auditorium included audience members from as far away as San 
Bernardino. This winter the Second Sundays are for Stories series spotlights three members: Beverly Vista 
School Librarian, Helen Rogaway, presents "Stacks of Stories" on December 12th, Enid Sperber will invite "A 
Big Circle of Friends" on January 9, and Ellen Cole shares "A Book Under my Pillow" on February 13th. All 
three programs start at 3:00 pm at the Westside JCC. Programs are free. 

LIBRARIAN, LOVE THY SELF 
Think how valuable we Jewish Librarians are, especially in Los Angeles. An October 27th Los Angeles 
Times report noted the average ratio of Librarians to students is 1 to 885 in the US, but (horrors) 1 to 6,334 in 
California. Think of the ratio in our Day Schools and Religious Schools and see how blessed our institutions 
are: we are a Hanukkah gift all year long. 

LOCAL AUTHOR REVIEWED IN LOS ANGELES TIMES 
Local author Fred Rochlin, husband of popular Westside author and AJLSC speaker, Harriet Rochlin received 
a warm review in the October 8th LAT for his memoir, Old Man in a Baseball Cap. His book is his memoir 
of his experiences as an American-Jewish soldier from the US West in World War II. 



SKIRBALL REOPENS :DISPLAYS RARE HOLOCAUST DOCUMENTS 
The Skirball Cultural center museum reopens on December 4th after revamping its core exhibit. Included in 
the new display is a never-seen-before rare document with Hitler's cramped signature. The infamous 1935 
Nuremberg Laws, drafted over a weekend, signed by Hitler and sealed with bright red swastikas were found 
by General George Patton in 1945. He gave them to the Huntington Library in Pasadena on his return, but this 
document did not fit Huntington exhibits and it remained in their vaults. Recently, when the directors of these 
two museums became friendly, the Huntington gave this historic document to the Skirball on permanent loan. 
Visitors now view the laws that set the horrific machinery of the Holocaust in motion, establishing a crucial, 
legal foundation for subsequent Nazi steps. 

TUG CHUGS AROUND TOWN 
The JCL sponsored Technology Users Group met in October at the new Milken Community High School and 
will meet this month on the 8th at 1 Oam at the Skirball Cultural Center. At the first meeting 15 members 
exchanged ideas about lesson plans integrating technology and student mentor programs (yup, students teach

ing teachers). 

URIS THE OTHER WAY 
An interesting article in the LAT indicated that Pope John Paul II wants to visit the city where Abraham was 
born. However, he is going to the wrong Ur. In ancient times there were a number of Urs and the Pope 
intends to visit the one in southern Iraq near the Persian gulf, a city less likely to be Abraham's birthplace than 
Urfa in Southern Turkey. A following for the Iraqi Ur comes from a prolific, popular 20th century author, Sir 
Leonard Woolley, who had a flair for PR. Most Biblical scholars point out this Ur is too far South, no one 
would go from here to Haran to reach Canaan and too West, sited on the same side of the Euphrates River as 
Canaan. When Jacob finally returned to Canaan he had to cross the Euphrates River, something you do not 
have to do from the Iraqi Ur. What happens to papal infallibility? 

WATCH OUT! WATCH IT! 
Book Repair Video Available 

by Susan Dubin 

AJLSC offered a course in book repair last year. At the workshop, the instructor 
showed a video explaining how to repair books. This video is now available to our 

members who wish to borrow it for their own library use or to train volunteers. 
Permission has been given to our association to make copies of the video if 

~~~desired. The video may be picked up at regular AJLSC meetings or by call
mg Suzi Dubin at 818-788-6000, ext. 620. 



Library Light 
THE RUSSIANS ARE HERE 

by Hannah Kramer 

When I first came to work at the small ( 4000 sq. ft.) Will & Ariel Durant Library on Gardner Street 
between Sunset and Fountain Avenue, I was told by staff and various library mavens that the branch's 
patrons were demanding and rude; a difficult and stubborn group, not grateful for our services. This 
statement was partially true, not because Russian Jews are a difficult group, but because they are well 
read and understand that the purpose of a public library is to satisfy the community's needs. When we 
developed a serious Russian language section and a good ESL collection, the anger dissipated and sat
isfaction took its place. We now own about 5000 books in the Russian language which cover diverse 
reading tastes from Danielle Steele romances to chess strategies for the advanced player. 

The patron's interests include all subject areas, but tend to more advanced scientific and philosophical 
topics than the average American patron because many are university graduates with advanced 
degrees. A Los Angeles Magazine article (March 1999) describes the Russian-Jewish community as : 
"smarter than we are, more ambitious and better educated." The high reading level of their teens 
proves this statement to be true. In addition to the renowned Russian writers like Feydor 
Dostoyevsky, Aleksandr Pushkin and Leo Tolstoy, Russian Jewish teenagers have read the standard 
American works by writers such as Theodore Dreiser, Ernest Hemingway, Jack London and Mark 
Twain. Both parents and teens now reread these classics in English to hone their English skills and 
ask for additional titles, some obscure and hard to locate. It is a pleasure helping students and parents 
who love ami knQW ji_teratwe,. 

The Durant Library's service area includes the heart of the Los Angeles Russian community: from 
Fairfax Avenue on the west to La Brea Avenue on the east, south to Santa Monica Boulevard and 
north to Sunset is "Little Odessa." Russian gift shops, green grocers, restaurants and book stores line 
the streets. The groceries are stocked with Russian and Eastern European breads, biscuits, juices and 
canned goods. If you want fresh, inexpensive produce, try the store (magazine in Russian) on Sunset 
just west of Gardner Street. 

The Library is so important to the Russian-Jewish community that it is the first stop after renting an 
apartment. Extended families which include grandparents all apply for a library card. Because of the 
importance of books to this community, our circulation is 210,000, the eleventh highest in a city with 
68 branches! 

The Russian speaking community realizes that the Library and its collection are the best "program", 
but hosting poets and authors is part of our mission as a public library. Our first major program fea
turing one of the many talented poets in the area took place on October 14, 1999. Avram Katsnelson, 
the 1994 National Poet of the Ukraine, who was forced to leave the Ukraine in 1992 by anti-Semitic 
nationalists, read his poetry. At 6:30pm the 85 year old poet walked into the branch, proud and ready 
to recite. The Library was filled to capacity by Russians and a few Americans. For one hour the 
audience sat and listened: some cried, all were deeply moved by his presentation. When Mr. 
Katsnelson finished, David Metz, an accomplished local actor read a published translation of three 
selections. Finally, I understood why the audience was so moved. 

When the poetry readings were over, we showed a vHeo depicting the events which led to this poet 
leaving his native land. A group of nationalists fire-bombed his home at (continued on page 11) 
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(continued from page IO) midnight with the intention of killing him and his family. Luckily, his grand daughter, 

Yelena, smelled smoke and called the fire department, In the video, you see the graffitied message in 
Ukranian; "Go to Israel, You Jew." Discussion followed in Ukranian and Russian. Finally the audience 
applauded, then several other poets read praises to Mr. Katsnelson, a few musicians sand selections of verse 
and the most beautiful part, various people brought bouquets of flowers, which they gave to him. There he 
sat, a respected and revered poet surrounded by about 20 bouquets of flowers in his new land, in a public 

You Never Know 
by Enid Sperber 

You never know when a mitzvah will strike. Certainly the Perlman family was caught unaware. They simply 
took their children to Border's Books on La Cienega. Sami, their daughter, was given a children's book adven
ture card. This card is similar to a coffee card. Every time you purchase a book you get a hole punched in the 
card. When you have bought 10 books you are rewarded with a $5 gift certificate toward your next purchase. 
Sami had finished a card. The cashier asked her mother to fill out the back of the card with their name and the 
name of Sami's school. They then left the store. Unbeknownst to them, the card with Temple Israel Day 
School's name was placed in a drawing: One week before school began, our librarian Enid Sperber received a 
call announcing that the school had won the drawing. Thanks to the Perlmans, The Corwin Library won $150 
worth of free books! And even better, Enid can use her librarian's discount at Border's and bring the total to 
$200 worth of free books. 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES TO CHECK OUT 
BEVERLY HILLS UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT LIBRARIAN 
The Hawthorne Elementary School seeks a full-time Library Media Teacher. AJLSC member Helen Rogaway 
describes this position as a teaching librarianship that is hard work, but an excellent job with outstanding pay and nice 
people. Applicants need a valid California Teaching Credential and will receive credit for up to three years past teach
ing or library experience. The salary range is $34,967 to $60,586. Send a letter of interest and a resume to the 
Personnel Office at 255 South Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, 90212 or FAX 310-277-6137 or call310-277-5900 ext. 
2252. 

SEPHARDIC TEMPLE TIFERETH ISRAEL LIBRARIAN 
Sephardic Temple Tifereth Israel has an opening for a part-time Librarian for the Religious School. The position 
includes administrative duties, cataloging, and sharing books with Religious School students. Library experience and 
Judaic knowledge are necessary. To apply, please call Liat Funk at 310-475-8493. 

SINAI TEMPLE LIBRARY DIRECTOR 
AJLSC member Rita Frischer retires and places the following position opening: Vibrant 1400 member Conservative 
congregation seeks a dynamic Director of Library Services for a national award-winning synagogue library. Duties 
include supervising operation of30,000 volume Judaica and secular collection and media center, and providing ser
vices for day school, pre-school, religious school, adult education and family programming. Requirements are an 
MLS or equivalent; minimum of 4 years of high level library experience, 2 in a supervisory capacity; strong Judaica 
background. Sinai is seeking a professional who can relate well to all age groups and has the vision to chart our 
library future. Competitive salary and benefit package. Interested candidates should fax resumes including salary 
history to 310-278-724 7, attention Anna Teneblatt, Chair of the Search Committee. Her e-mail is 

 



Library Light 
READING THE READER 

OUR BOOKSHELVES SPEAK VOLUMES ABOUT OURSELVES 
by Mary McNamara 

[This warm article appeared in the Los Angeles Times Magazine of September 26, 1999. As a gift for Jewish Book Month, author 
McNamara graciously allowed us to reprint it.] 

Some folks remember their first pony ride; I remember my first bookcase. My father made it in the basement 
and when he set it against the wall in my room it was twice as tall as I, and the sudden sole possession of 
such a wide and high expanse of emptiness took my breath away. Using both hands, I filled it with books
my books - and when I was done, that bookcase seemed to me the most beautiful, precious thing I would 
ever own. 

My very own library. I still have it, have carted it around and across the county. It is dwarfed now by wider, 
higher models, but still it stands in my bedroom, one of the first things I see each morning. And sometimes I 
stand before it and run my fingertips along the beloved titles it hold and dream of my future library .... 

It is my fantasy possession, my Rolls-Royce, my Italian villa, my string of matched pearls. A vision that 
reflects my future perfect self. A room that would be at once a thing of beauty and a haven. Which says, 
perhaps, more about me and my relationship with books ... than it does about anything else. But then, that is 
what a library will do - expose its creator, reveal his or her secret soul, the fantasies and fears, hopes and 
predilections. In our libraries, we catalog our friends and idols, harbor our secret journeys and nostalgia; the 
shelves that surround us hold our portals of escape ... 

Although libraries have existed since humans began their attempt to chronicle events and ideas, until the 
1400's most of them were collective repositories for a city, a monastery or a university. One of the first pri
vate collections was begun in 15th century Florence by Cosimo de'Medici. During the Renaissance in 
Europe, an increase in literacy was followed by a demand for books, a problem solved by Mr. Gutenberg, 
who rediscovered the ancient Asian development of movable type. The ownership of books became a possi
bility for the individual. 

But while most families in Europe, and later the United States, would have a shelf or a chest for precious 
tomes - their Bible, an Almanac, useful books on religion and medicine - the idea of a room devoted to 
books, many of them (gasp) novels, remained, until well into the 1800's, the province of the very rich. The 
requisite room such collections require aside, who else had the money to buy such books, or the education 
and free time to read them? 

So for the poor, for the female, for the otherwise historically disenfranchised, the private library symbolized 
escape from the mundane brutality of real life - and providing access to such a library was the act of a savior, 
cementing instant and lifelong friendship. 

In Little Women, Laurie's place in Jo's affections is sealed when she gets a glimpse of his grandfather's 
library - the money be damned, give me the books. Even Disney's Beauty and the Beast understands that a 
poor girl of spirit would rather have a library than all the jewels in the Tower ... Writers have long used the 
library to expose their characters (which has an odd, hall-of-mirrors quality to it- a book in a library in a 



book in a library). 

The enormous wave of immigration in this country during the 1800's created a huge demand for libraries -
public and private - as thousands sought to learn English and the mores of a new land. A century later the 
entrenching middle class began to create its own version of the private library - the family room or den. 

Although TV soon would compete with the novels, biographies and encyclopedias for the family's attention, 
the need and desire to possess one's own books, to display them, to make them part of the environment 
remains. A house with no books visible would seem odd indeed ... 

Books are the most intense reflection of someone's personality says interior designer Kate Stamps. They are 
like friends. There's a security in having the books you've read around you, and the ones you haven't. Those 
let you believe there will be a tomorrow. 

The lucky few have free-standing libraries - a room in the house devoted to the lust of literati. The rest of us 
make our libraries where we can: in living rooms and dining rooms. In hallways and home offices ... 

And while many of use cram another bookshelf behind a door or into a dim corner just because we can't bear 
the thought of certain of our beloved books languishing in the garage, we make ourselves promises. Someday 
we will have shelves twice as tall as ourselves, walls of them, a flickering fire and deep comfy chairs and 
tables piled high. Someday we will have all the room in the world, and the absolutely perfect library. 

Cl..J\SS i~CTS 

Continuing Education Class 
by Susan Dubin 

AJLSC offers a new for-credit course entitled Literature and the Jewish Novel. Bill 
Cutter, Malkah Schulweis and others will teach the class to be held at Valley Beth 
Shalom in January. Classes start at 7:30pm each of the four Thursdays in January: 
January 6, 13, 20, and 27, 2000. Valley Beth Shalom is located at 15739 Ventura 

Blvd. in Encino. The class will take place in Lopaty Chapel. There is no charge. The course provides Yz unit 
of in-service credit granted by the Bureau of Jewish Education. For more information, call Suzi Dubin at 
818-788-6000, ext. 620. 

Takes All Kinds 
[Board Member Gayle Schnaid found this blurb by Jo Garcia-Cob in the Los Angeles Times and shares it with AJLSC funny bones.} 

A sign posted at the entrance to the Ashland, Oregon public library reads: "Ice cream, bare 
feet, children, long hair, short hair, cats, dogs and small dragons are 
welcome here any time." 



Library Light 
(continued from page 1) 

lawyer who writes about his life in fiction. Whether 
that qualifies me as a novelist I don't know. I don't 
pretend to be a novelist. I am a lawyer who writes 
novels which- like all my books- have Jewish 
themes. 

EC: As a lawyer who writes fiction, what Jewish 
writers influenced you? 

AD: (Franz) Kafka has been enormously influential 
in the way I see the world, justice and government. 
Other writers include Saul Bellow who influences 
the way I see people and Philip Roth who influ
ences my style and humor. 

EC: In your opinion, does fiction help readers 
examine moral issues? 

AD: All good fiction explores moral questions. 
One of my strongest non-Jewish influences was 
Dostoyevsky. There is nobody better able to 
explore the moral dimension. His handling of 
moral choices is very influential in the way I teach 
and the way I think. 

EC: Do you personally agree that it is morally 
sound for a Holocaust survivor to consider revenge 
is justice? 

AD: Revenge is never justified unless there is 
absolutely no alternative. If the alternative is that a 
murderer will go totally free without ever having 
been brought to justice, without any pretense of jus
tice, and there is no way of achieving justice within 
the legal system then it is possible to explore taking 
the law into your own hands - not for purposes only 
of revenge, but for undoing terrible injustice. I say 
this in terms of the Holocaust because it was unique 
and has a unique claim to justice. I see the 
Holocaust as unique for two reasons: it was the ulti
mate murder and it was the perfect crime in the 
sense of escaping justice. The only time I could 
ever imagine myself taking the law into my own 

hands would be as a Holocaust survivor seeking jus
tice against those (perpetrators) who lived nice 
lives. The irony, is that if you are a religious person 
who believes in the hereafter, who believes in life 
after death where there is reward and punishment, 
you have a far less compelling need for revenge. If 
you are more of a skeptic and believe like the voice 
in Ecclesiastes that there may not be reward and 
punishment after death, then you have a greater 
obligation to make sure it happens in this world. 

EC: Do you think Simon Wiesenthal's mission to 
seek justice not vengeance has frustrated actions of 
those who feel vengeance is justice? 

AD: This is a matter of degree. Justice includes 
vengeance. Vengeance is a perfectly normal and 
perfectly appropriate human feeling. The bible rec
ognizes vengeance in creating cities of refuge where 
they understand the power of revenge. Most great 
writers acknowledge this. The idea that we ratio
nalize vengeance by calling it justice is a reality. 
And I think there is a line between them that is not 
sharp. It is not an easy line to draw. Wiesenthal 
was an important person in the post-Holocaust 
world. I contrast him sharply with Eli Wiesel who 
has achieved the ultimate revenge by living the 
most productive and creative life of any person in 
the last half of the 20th century. He has done so 
much good in the world. How much poorer the 
world would have been if he had not survived. It 
makes me realize how many people like Eli Wiesel 
perished during the Holocaust. 

EC: Were your martyred family members executed 
in the Ponary Woods? 

AD: No. I chose this setting as an homage to a very 
close friend of mine who survived the Ponary 
Woods. I visited there. 

EC: Did your friend dig his own grave or were 
Nazis using the existing trenches dug by the Soviets 
for oil pipes, which would be deep and would ham
per your plot? 
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AD: I heard stories of people digging their own graves in the woods outside of Riga. Because I wanted to set 
the novel in Vilna, I used a composite scene mixing what happened in Riga with the experiences of my friend 
in Vilna. The event itself comes from the murder of my family 

EC: My experience as a Jewish Librarian is that readers divide into two camps about the Holocaust: either 
they can't read enough or they don't want to read anything, even fiction. In your opinion, is the Holocaust a 
necessary subject for Jewish readers? 

AD: Absolutely! particularly for young readers and for readers who do not want to read about it. It is impera
tive that we understand the experience of our brothers and sisters and what we could have gone through but 
for the foresight of our grandparents or great grandparents. We are not any smarter or better, we are just lucki
er. It is very important that we read about these experiences just as it is crucial for young African Americans 
to read about their ancestors' lives as slaves. We realize just how lucky we are and how responsible we are for 
memory and the preservation of Judaism. I tried to write a book for people who don't normally read about the 
Holocaust. I set it contemporarily; the action involves a trial and includes a father and a daughter. I tried to 
make Just Revenge acceptable to the contemporary reader, particularly a younger reader by seeing it through 
the eyes of Emma, the young daughteL My publisher urged me to tone down some of the Holocaust material. 
Some of the European publishers - interestingly enough - are resisting publishing it with as much Holocaust 
material as there is in it. 

EC: Let's go back to Emma. She never refers to religious school attendance in either of your two novels and 
attaches to Holocaust history through Max. Absent a dear family friend, how would an Emma learn about the 
Holocaust from a Jewish point of view? 

AD: Holocaust is increasingly taught in High School and College courses. Students learn by reading about it. 
There is no way of learning about the Holocaust except from a Jewish point of view, even in a secular class. I 
went to religious school and I was not taught about the Holocaust. Neither was my daughter, but she read 
Anne Frank's diary at nine and she could not put it down. 

EC: In The Vanishing American Jew you outline a beginning adult Jewish Horne Library. How do you feel 
about institutional Jewish Libraries, especially Jewish community libraries separate from synagogues and 
schools? 

AD: A great idea. We have to be as inclusive as possible and there are some people who just don't like to be 
associated with synagogues. The idea of a Jewish library resource standing free is a perfect one. 

EC: Are there any personal comments you would like to share about Just Revenge or your other Jewish novel? 

AD: I write for purposes of starting a conversation. One of my friends is a prominent lawyer in Washington; 
he and his 15 year old daughter read Just Revenge and spent hours discussing whether Max or Abe or the jury 
did the right thing. I love that. For me, leading issues to the reader are the essence of the moral thrillers I 
write. I love to get responses, even those that argue with me. I urge people who read Just Revenge to e-mail 
me at alder@law.harvard.edu and get involved in a conversation with me. I respond to all my mail. 
(See BOOK REPORT, Page 3) 
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